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Abstract

This paper reports on a recent laboratory investigation on magnetic
reconnection in high temperature tokamak plasmas. The motional stark
effect(MSE) diagnostic is employed to measure the pitch angle of magnetic field
lines, and hence the q profile. An analytical expression that relates pitch angle to q

profile has been developed for a toroidal plasma with circular cross section. During
the crash phase of sawtooth oscillations in the plasma discharges, the ECE
(electron cyclotron emission) diagnostic measures a fast flattening of the 2-D
electron temperature profile in a poloidal plane, an observation consistent with the
Kadomtsev reconnection theory. On the other hand motional the MSE
measurements indicate that central q values do not relax to unity after the crash, but
increase only by 5-10%, typically from 0.7 to 0.75. The latter result is in
contradiction with the models of Kadomtsev and/or Wesson. The present study

addresses this puzzle by a simultaneous analysis of electron temperature and q
profile evolutions. Based on a heuristic model for the magnetic reconnection
during the sawtooth crash, the small change of q, i.e. partial reconnection, is
attributed to the precipitous drop of pressure gradients which drive the instability
and the reconnection process as well as flux conserving plasma dynamics.
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I. Introduction

Magnetic reconnection, involves the breaking and topological rearrangement of
magnetic field lines, and is an important relaxation process in plasma physics. 2-7
Sawtooth oscillations s in high temperature fusion plasmas are a manifestation of mag-
netic reconnection, and play an important role in determining confinement character-
istics. 9-11 Magnetic reconnection is also a key process in the description of evolution
mechanisms for solar flares, 3 the earth's magnetosphere 4 and some low temperature
laboratory experiments. 5-T

A sawtooth oscillation is characterized by a periodic collapse or crash of the central
plasma pressure, s-ll Although there are several theoretical models for the sawtooth,
Kadomtsev's model _° developed twenty years ago has attained the widest acceptance.
According to this model an m - n = 1 resistive internal mode is unstable for qo < 1
(m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers and q0 is the safety factor at
the magnetic axis), and grows until a full magnetic reconnection process flattens the
pressure and current profiles causing the central q value to increase to unity.

Evolution of the central q values have been measured by a number of groups for the
past several years. _2-_TThere is agreement among all experiments that the relative
change of the central q during a sawtooth crash is small( Aq/q < 0.1). However, there
is a major difference among reported final values of the central q after the crash. Most
recently, Wroblewski and Snider 1Treported that central q values on DIII-D 1 rise to
unity, claiming that their observation is evidence of Kadomtsev reconnection.

The primary subject of the present paper is an experimental study of magnetic
reconnection in high temperature TFTR(Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor) 1 plasmas
(where the Magnetic Reynolds number exceeds l0 T) by a set of non-perturbative di-
agnostics. During the crash phase of sawtooth oscillations, ECE (electron cyclotron
emission) and Soft-Xray diagnostic systems 18-2°observe that the temperature gradi-.
ent inside the inversion radius diminishes to nearly zero after the crash. This observa-
tion is consistent with predictions of the Kadomtsev 1° model. However, q(R) profiles
measured by motional Stark effect (MSE) diagnostics 21 indicate that central q values
increase typically from 0.7 to 0.8 during the sawtooth crash phase and do not relax
to unity even while the pressure gradient diminishes inside the q = 1 region. This
latter observation is an important contradiction with the theories of Kadomtsev _° and
Wesson. _1

We address this puzzle by a simultaneous analysis of electron temperature and q
profile evolution during sawtooth oscillations. Small changes of q(R) are documented.
Based on a heuristic model for magnetic reconnection during the sawtooth crash,
the small change of q (implying limited reconnection) is attributed to the combined
effects of flux conserving plasma dynamics and to the precipitous drop of the pressure
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, gradients which drive the instability and reconnection process.

. II. Electron Temperature Evolution in Sawtooth Crash

The electron temperature profile on the midplane of the plasma is measured
with a 20 channel grating polychrometer 21,18,19and with a 2#sec time step covering
R = 2.1 - 3.4m with a spatial channel separation of 6cm. A two-dimensional(2-D)
electron temperature profile on a poloidal plane can be obtained by making use of
the fast toroidal rotation of the plasma. The image reconstruction techniques using
rotation have been described in a previous publication together with an analysis of
the reconstruction errors, ls-2° The present work extends this 2-D imaging technique
to elucidate electron heat flow during sawtooth oscillation.

Profiles of electron temperature in a poloidal plane, T_(r,8), are conveniently
represented as three-dimensional(3-D) plots with the vertical axis denoting electron
temperature. Changes in temperature profile during a saw_ooth cycle can be repre-
sented by the differences ATe(r, 8, t) = T_(r, 8, _) - T_aS_(r,8), where T_aS_(r,8) is a
base profile equal to the lowest value of T_(r, 8, t) obtained at location r, 8 at any time
during a given sawtooth cycle. Overlaying color contours of AT_ on the 3-D T_(r, 8)
profiles allows one to visualize 2° the inventory of electron thermal energy during a
sawtooth period.

Fig. 1 shows the electron temperature profile evolution during a typ;,cal sawtooth
crash, with overlayed color contours of ATe depicting the transfer of elec tron thermal
energy. The time interval between each of the four frames in the figure is _ 120#sec,
approximately equal to the plasma's toroidal rotation period at the time of the saw-
tooth crash. Fig. l(a) shows an essentially axisymmetric pattern for T_, giving no
indication of the dramatic profile evolution that takes place between Fig. l(b) and (c)
during the sawtooth crash. Just before the collapse of the peak temperature, when
the pressure reaches a threshold value, the temperature peak shifts radially within
the inversion radius r(q - 1) and shrinks in size. Also within the inversion radius
is seen a growing crescent-shaped fiat temperature region22'23corresponding to the
development of a helical m/n = 1/1 kink mode. The Te profile inside the inversion
radius is nearly fiat after the crash (see Fig. l(d)). The electron density is observed
to flatten on a similar (_ 200#sec) time scale. CHERS(Charge Exchange Recom-
bination Spectroscopy) diagnostics also observe a flattening of the ion temperature
after the crash although the time resolution of this diagnostic is as long as 50msec.

. The entire crash phase takes 150 - 800#sec, while a sawtooth period is 100- 200
msec. The spatial (< 6cm) and time (,._ 10#sec) resolutions of this representation
were discussed with a description of the image reconstruction techniques in previous

. publications.lS-2o



To describe the electron heat flow pattern semi-quantitatively we approximate a
time derivative of the electron temperature profile on a poloidal plane as

_Te(r, _,t)/_t = [Te(r, _, f + r) - T_(r,_,t)]/T, (1) •

where, _- is the plasma's toroidal rotation period, typically 50#sec and usually much
shorter than the crash phase period. Fig. 2 shows a typical heat flow pattern by
overlaying a graded color representation for iST_(r,O,t)/_t on Te(r, 0) contour lines
for a sawtoothing discharge. The rotation period in this case is 120#sec. Blue shad-
ing represents a heat loss of approximately 1 x 104KeV/sec, and red a heat gain of
1 x 104KeV/sec. Frames a, b, c, and d of Fig. 2 refer to the same times as the corre-
sponding frames in Fig. 1. During the period of development of the crescent-shaped
flat temperature region, heat flow is essentially confined within the q = 1 radius.
Fig. 2(b) shows heat flow around the circular high-temperature peak toward the in-
tersection of the hot region with the q = 1 surface (X-region). Fig. 2(c),(d) shows
transfer of heat through the X-region to the outside of the q = 1 radius. Later, we
present a heuristic model in which partial magnetic reconnection causes anomolously
fast heat flow through the X-region.

A more accurate presentation with a better time resolution of heat flow is shown
in Fig. 3. Here, color contours of i_T_(r,O,t)/_t, together with Te(r, _) contours (solid
lines), are shown for a discharge with a shorter rotation period of T = 54_sec. The
four frames that make up Fig. 3 correspond to the time values (a)t = 2061zsec, (b)t =
314#sec, (c)t = 368#sec, and (d)t = 422#sec. Here, t = 0 refers to the time at which
an m/n = 1/1 precursor oscillation was first detected. Again, blue shading represents
a heat loss of approximately 1 x 104Kev/sec, and red a heat gain of 1 x 104KeV/sec.
During the period of development of the 1/1 mode, heat flow is essentially confined
within the q = 1 radius. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) show heat flow around the base
of the circular high-temperature peak toward the intersection of the hot region with
the q = 1 surface (X-region). Fig. 3(c),(d) show transfer of heat through the X-
region to r > r(q = 1), then away from the X-region. Fast 1-D radial electron heat
transport outside of the q = 1 radius has been studied during and after the crash as
a propagating heat pulse by Fredrickson et.al.. 24

III. Measurement of q-profile by Motional Stark Effect

We employ the motional Stark effect diagnostic to obtain the profile of magnetic
pitch angle, and hence the q profile, using polarimetry measurements of the Doppler
shifted D_ emission from a neutral deuterium-beam (NBI) heating line. 2_'26,21As a
neutral beam penetrates through a plasma, collisions with background plasma ions



, and electrons excite beam atoms, leading to D_ emission. By measuring the polariza-
tion of the "a component" of the beam fluorescence, the pitch angle of the magnetic
field lines can be determined wherever the beam penetrates the plasma. An important

' advantage of this technique is that the noninvasive and nonperturbative measurement
of the field-line pitch is localized to the geometric intersection of the field of view with
the neutral beamlines, which leads to good spatial resolution of _r = 3 _ 5cm. The
time resolution is as short as 5msec but typically 10msec.

If the plasma is considered to have good flux surfaces, the measured field line pitch
can be translated into a radial profile of the safety factor, q(R), based on tokamak
equilibrium calculations. ECE and interferometer diagnostic measurements show that
Te and ne profiles are axisymmetric throughout the sawtooth period except during
the crash phase, suggesting that magnetic flux surfaces are also axisymmetric. The
next section describes how the q(R) profile may be derived from the measured pitch
angle data.

IV. q-profile determination from pitch angle data

The relationship of magnetic field pitch angle to the q(R) profile depends on the
configuration (aspect ratio, a/R, elongation, triangularity) and on plasma parameters
such as poloidal beta and internal plasma inductance. 27 For TFTR plasmas at modest
beta, it is a good approximation to assume that magnetic flux surfaces form a nested
set of shifted circles on a poloidal plane, i.e.,

X =/t- A(r) - r cose, (2)
Z = r sing. (3)

Here R is the magnetic axis location, A(r) is the Shafranov Shift (distance between
magnetic axis and center of flux surfaces), and r is the minor radius of a flux surface.

Consider the conventional definition of magnetic field for an axi_ymmetric toroidal
system:

B = BoR0 [We x Vx(r)+ g(r)VC],
(4)

where, X is the poloidal flux within a flux surface labelled by coordinate r, and g is
the toroidal flux function. The shifted circle approximation allows a straightforward

" derivation of a closed-form expression for the safety factor q(r). From the definition

1 f02- B. V¢' q=2"-_ B -_d_, (5)



we eliminate x'/g in favor of the midplane magnetic pitch angle, -y, using

tan 7+ : Bp/Bt(X±) (6)
XI °

= ± g(1 ±Ai)" (7)

Here prime denotes derivative with respect to r, pitch angle is regarded as a function of
midplane radius X, and +/- refers to outboard/inboard with respect to the magnetic
axis. The required 8 integration yields

= ---+ / -(q(r) ± R tan 7:_(1 ± A') r

where

ranT+(1 + A')= -ranT_(1- A') (9)

is a constraint which follows from Eq. (7) and the fact that X' and g are constant on
a given flux surface.

MSE data provides pitch angle information for a range of midplane X values.
Within the range, the pitch angle data may be fit to a continuous function: tan 7+ --
T± _ T(X). If the range spans the magnetic axis, the axis location X = R is deter-
mined from the zero of T(X). Consider now two possibilities:

(P1) The range of X for which pitch angle data is obtained spans a region roughly
centered on the magnetic axis. In this case we can rewrite Eq. (9) as

A' T+ + T_
= T+ - T_' (10)

showing that A'(r) and hence q(r) can be calculated from knowledge of pitch angle
data on both sides of the magnetic axis. We note that Eq. (10) is nonlinear in A,
since the arguments of T+ are X+ = r =FA(r). An effective solution procedure is to
expand A(r) in a linear combination of radial basis functions and to solve Eq. (10)
by a combination of iteration and least squares fitting.

Now consider the second possibility, which is relevant for the MSE set-up on
TFTR:

(P2) Pitch angle data is obtained in a range of X values which includes the mag-
netic axis, but which lies predominantly between the magnetic axis and the outboard
plasma edge. R is again determined by the zero of T(X), however Eq. (9) can no
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, longer be used to determined A' since the right side of the equation is unknown for
most of the window. The equation relating the data to the Shafranov Shift is now
Eq. (7), i.e.,

b

X'

tan'_+ = g(1 + A')' (11)

which is a single equation in (effectively) two unknowns; A' and the ratio x'/g. An
additional assumption is needed to determine the plasma geometry, and hence q(r),
from the pitch angle data.

To proceed, we assume that A' is determined by an inverse aspect ratio expan-
sion of the plasma equilibrium equations. To leading order in the aspect ratio and
assuming the standard low beta tokamak ordering, sT we have g = 1 and A' related
to X' through

1

f (X'_- 2rp'/B_)rdr (12)_'(_) = R_X_

= R(£ + _,/2) (1:))

where

2r p _
1 /r 2 , (14)IJ

?,2X,2 X'2rdr (15)

are poloidal beta and internal inductance profile functions. For the simplest approx-
imation, assume a constant current density and a parabolic pressure profile in the
plasma. Then X' and p' are linear in r and

r2

A(r) = _-_(Z. + £,/2) "(16)

where/3o and £i are constant, and £i = 0.5. For more general profiles, eg., J(r) =
Jo(1 - r21a2) _J and p(r) = po(1 - r2/a2) _p we can write

A(r) = f(r;a,,aj)(_ + e_/2). (17)

However, Eq. (16) has been shown to be accurate to within 5% for pDp/Rmag < 0.5
using the PEST 2s equilibrium code, and we use Eq. (8) and Eq. (16) for the present

, analysis. The combination/3e + _/2 is determined by magnetic measurements.



V. Measurement of q profiles 0

The q profiles before and after the sawtooth crash have been examined for typical
neutral beam heated ( Pb = 8- llMW) TFTR plasmas with toroidal current of "
1.SMA. Fig. 4 presents typical q(R) profiles before and after a sawtooth crash. The
statistical error in calculated q values is estimated to be less than 2.5%, although the
systematic error is evaluated to be about 5% for q(R) data based on a comparative
analysis with the ECE inversion radii and by moving the magnetic axis radially for
cross-calibration. 21 About two dozen similar discharges have been investigated and
the central q values typically change between 0.70 and 0.80 during a sawtooth with a
relative error of 2%. The central q values typically increase by 10% during the crash.
This observation is in agreement with earlier results from TEXTOR and JET. 1

Fig. 5(a) presents time evolution of central q values from MSE and the central
electron temperature from the ECE signals in a typical sawtooth discharge. Corre-
lated with the sawtooth collapse is a small rise of _ 0.08 for q0. In this example,
as well as most TFTR discharges, q0 is below one when sawteeth are present, and
_mains below unity throughout the sawtooth cycle. In order to reduce the statistical
uncertainty and improve the time resolution, which is 30msec for the data shown
here, we can synchronously or co-average the data over several sawteeth as shown
in Fig. 5(b). Because only field-line breaking and re-arrangement can make a q(R)
change on such a short time scale (<< magnetic diffusion time), the observations verify
a magnetic field-line reconnection, albeit small.

VI. Proposed Physical Model for Sawtooth Crash

The observations raise the question as to why the magnetic field lines inside the
q = 1 region do not form a flat q .._ 1 inner region after the crash as suggested by
Kadomtsev, 1° while the temperature gradient diminishes to zero as predicted by him
for full reconnection. The clues to answering this question lie in the heat flow pattern
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 during the crash phase.

The plasma may be viewed as concentric toroidal regions separated by the q = 1
surface. Plasma heating leads to an increase in pressure gradient, p', and a decrease
in q0. When p' exceeds a critical value depending on the local shear, an m/n = 1/1
ideal kink mode is triggered in the inner (core) region. 23 Flux surfaces are displaced
rapidly outwards on an Alfven timescale (cf Te profile in Fig. l(b) and Te contours in
Fig. 2(b) and 3(a,b)). The plasma region outside of q = 1 plays the role of a stabilizing
conducting shell which suppresses the flux displacements by inducing image currents
near the interface of the core and shell. A current sheet and X-point are formed.
Unlike the flux, the pressure is not so constrained by the outer region during the '



, kink evolution. In the last stage of development of the kink mode, the pressure and
flux contours inside q = 1 do not coincide. The mismatch during this period is an
important distinction from Kadomtsev's model which always assumes the pressure

' and flux surfaces coincide. We speculate that the observed enhanced perpendicular
heat conduction is caused by a connection of different pressure contours by field
lines of the mismatched flux surfaces. The local p:'essure gradient is strongest at
the X-point (cf Fig. 2(b), 3(b) showing the steepest temperature gradient in the
X-point region inside q = 1). The physics of finite resistivity in the current sheet
now enters the problem, and reconnection takes place according to the standard
reconnection theories. 3,4 A fast magnetic reconnection is induced at the X-point and
a partial reconnection of magnetic field lines occurs connecting the crescent shaped
inner region (see Fig. l(b,c)) to the region outside of the inversion radius. 22,23 A
rapid efl]ux of thermal energy occurs through the X-point region due to large parallel
transport along newly connected field lines (cf Fig. 2(c,d) and 3(c,d)). Parallel plasma
transport is so fast that the pressure equalization happens in _ 5me much shorter than
the theoretical magnetic reconnection time. 3'1° The time scale for this fast electron
heat conduction process to equalize Tc on a poloidal contour is estimated to be the
electron heat conduction time along field lines, _rR/vc times q/Aq, where Aq denotes
the width of q values in the reconnection region. This value, rR/v_q/Aq is about
10- 20#sec for q/Aq _ 10 in the present plasma.. The precipitous drop of the pressure
gradient removes the free energy to drive the m/n = 1/1 instability, inhibiting further
progress of the mode and thus full reconnection.

The drop in pressure gradient should induce a decrease in the central current
density (increase in q0) because of force balance. Such a change would lead to a
decrease in the internal plasma inductance, ei. However, in a highly conducting
plasma, flux conservation will inhibit a radical change of e_, and prevent complete
flattening of the current and q profile inside q = 1. Consequently, the amount of the
q(R) change can be small, and q0 does not have to rise to unity for Vp ,,, 0. (Note
that there are multiple solutions for j(R) which satisfy jxB = 0 for q < 1, ifj. B/B 2
is not constant 2 with respect to R).

VII. Discussion and Conclusions

A TRANSP analysis of the sawtoothing discharges provides a useful check on the
amount of partial reconnection. The TRANSP 29 uses measured plasma profiles and
the measured plasma boundary. Typically, measured profiles of the electron tempera-
ture (from ECE, Fig. 6(b)) and the temperature and toroidal rotation velocity of the
trace carbon impurity (from neutral-beam induced charge-exchange recombination

• spectroscopy) are used as initial inputs. Profiles for the hydrogenic ion temperature



T_ are computed from the impurity ion temperature. Monte-Carlo techniques are °
used to compute the time evolution of the beam ions. The beam ions are assumed
to slow down classically. The assumptions of classical slowing down and loss have
been checked in the case of beam ions and DD fusion products. Approximately six
seconds of the discharge evolution is modeled, starting about 0.5 sec after initiation
and continuing through the neutral beam injection. For these experiments the neutral
beam injection starts at 4 sec and extends to 6 sec.

Fig. 6 presents a set of plasma parameter evolutions (ne, T_.) associated with saw-
tooth oscillations on which the TRANSP modeling are made, together with mea-
sured qo (by MSE), and q¢(0) evolution deduced from the TRANSP calculation. The
TRANSP plasma analysis code employs a phenomenological sawtooth model based
on the helical flux mixing model. 1° which is invoked at the observed sawtooth crash
times if q_(0) < 1. The field lines are assumed to either not be mixed or to be only
partly mixed by controling current density profile during the sawtooth crash and the
results are compared with those from a case of the 100 % field-line mixing in the
standard Kadomtsev model. 1° The TRANSP calculation can check whether the ob-

served plasma profile evolutions are consistent with these current mixing models. Full

field-line mixing predicts a %(0) evolution between 0.9 and 1.0 and never reproduces
the observed qo evolution to 0.70 - 0.85 during the crashes. On the other hand, 0%
current-mixing (no reconnection) produces much lower q¢(0) values than oberved,
without any sawteeth. As shown in Fig. 6(d), a simulation based on a partial mixing
of field lines (20-30%) leads to the best agreement with the experimental observations.

Evolution of central q values has been measured by several groups in the past
few years. 12'13'1TThere is agreement among all experiments that the relative change
of central q during a sawtooth crash is small (Aq/q <_ 0.1). However, there is a
major difference among the experiments on the final values of the central q after
the crash. Wroblewski and Snider 1Trecently reported that the central q values rise
to 1 concluding that the observation is evidence of the Kadomtsev reconnection.
Although the cause of this apparent disagreement with the present study is yet to
be determined, it could be attributed to, 1) difficulties in q(R) measurements and
their analysis as noted by Wroblewski and Snyder, 1_and/or 2) DIII-D generates non
circular plasmas 17 with different MHD properties from circular TFTR plasmas. We
also note that most of the results that reported Aq < 0.1 during sawtooth crash can
be explained by our proposed model.

In summary, magnetic reconnection consistent with partial mixing of field-lines
during a sawtooth crash, and small changes of central q have been documented. The
motional Stark effect(MSE) diagnostic has been employed to measure the pitch angle
profile of magnetic field lines, and hence the q profile. An analytical relationship
between the pitch angle of field lines and q profile has been developed for a toroidal
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4 plasma with circular cross section. It has been shown that central q values stay
substantially below 1, despite T_ contour evolution from ECE diagnostics which show
full Kadomtsev-like 2-D reconnection patterns. A simultaneous analysis of poloidal

' T_(r, 8) and q(R) profile evolutions has led us to propose a heuristic model consistent
in most of its features with that of Baty et a123which was based on a non-linear 3-D
MHD numerical simulation. In our model an m/n = 1/1 ideal kink mode develops
inside of the q = 1 radius and induces a partial rearrangement of field lines, i.e.,
partial reconnection, through the X-point region where a circular hot spot touches
the q = 1 surface. A fast parallel transport along newly connected field lines can
cause a rapid emux of internal energy through the X-point region and therefore a
fast crash of the central plasma pressure. The small change of q values associated
with partial reconnection of field-lines is attributed to the precipitous drop of pressure
gradients which drive the instability and the reconnection process, as well as a flux
conservation principle.
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Figures

FIG. 1. Te(r, 0) profiles in 3-D during the crash period of sawtooth. Heat transfer
ATe issuperposed withcodedcolorcontours.The timeintervalbetweeneach

figureis,-_120p_sec.

FIG.2.Heat flow(incolor)superimposedon Te(r,8)contours(solidlines)fortimes
correspondingtoFig.1(a-d).Bluerepresentsa heatlossofabout1 × 104KeV/sec
and reda gainof1 × 104KeV/sec.The rotationperiodis120#sec.The dashed
linerepresentstheinversionradiuswhichisclosetotheq = 1 surface.

FIG.3. Heatflowcontours(incolor)superposedon Te(r,8)contours(solidlines)for

t= 216#sec(a),314#sec(b),368#sec(c)and 422#sec(d).Bluerepresentsa heat
lossofabout 1 x 104KeV/secand reda gainofi x 104KeV/sec.The rotation
periodr is54_sec.The dashedlinesdepicttheinversionradiuswhichisclc_eto
theq = 1 radiusmeasuredby MSE.

FIG.4. q(R) profilesderivedfrom MSE beforeand aftera sawtoothcrash.The
magneticaxisis276_-53cm, bothfromECE diagnosticsand TRANSP analysis.
The inversionradiusofthe ECE isabout 301cm,whichagreeswiththeq = 1

radiusfromMSE, withinthespatialresolutionofthediagnostics.

FIG. 5.(a)Time evolutionofcentralsafetyfactorq0foratypicalNBI heatedL mode
plasmatogetherwiththeECE basedT_signal.

(b)Synchronouslyco-averageddataforonesawtoothperiodfrom 9 consecutive
sawteeth.The averagingtimeperodis5msecforeachpoint.The crashoccurs
at t=0.

FIG. 6. Time evolution of measured central plasma parameters: (a) n_(0) from mi-
crowave intefferometer; (b) T_(0) from ECE; (c) q(0) from MSE; (d) q(0) from
TRANSP calculation. A partial reconnection model with a current mixing rate
of 20_ 30 % agrees well with the measurement.
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